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MachineQ is a Comcast 
Company focused on the 
Enterprise IoT market.
Comcast first ventured into IoT 10 years ago with Xfinity Home. Seeing  
the impact and possibilities within the home, we began to explore 

technologies that could scale this concept and open up a whole new  
realm of possibilities. We identified a big gap in the IoT landscape we  
were uniquely positioned to fulfill. With our proven track record of building 

scalable networks and bringing enterprise-grade products to the market.  
We field-tested and delivered a leading low-power IoT platform especially  
for businesses. 

MachineQ officially launched in October of 2018.
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WHO ARE WE?
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We Believe Businesses 
Require Data to Thrive

Fuel Operational Efficiencies 

Improve Customer Experiences 

Meet & Exceed Compliance Measures 

Adhere to, or Enforce, Safety Requirements 

Drive Revenue & Create New Opportunities

With the emergence of new connectivity standards and 

advances in sensors, networks, and wireless technology, we 

can now generate, transmit, and process data like never before. 

This data can be used to:

WHY ARE WE HERE?
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With so many disconnected offerings on the market, 

stitching together a comprehensive solution–with the 

tools, network, and software you need–is difficult. If you 

want to scale, or plug into existing business systems, 

the challenge increases.  

It doesn't have to be this complicated.

But the Components are 
Narrow and Hard to Integrate

APPLICATIONS

NETWORK 
MANAGEMENT

DEVICES

DATA PROCESSING

CONNECTIVITY

APIs + INTEGRATIONS

WHY ARE WE HERE?
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WHY ARE WE HERE?

NETWORK  
MANAGEMENT

DEVICES

DATA PROCESSING

CONNECTIVITY

APIs + INTEGRATIONS

+ GATEWAYS

MachineQ Offers a Fully 
Integrated Platform, From  
Device to Cloud

We’ve created a bridge not only between the digital and 

physical world, but between idea and reality. Our fully 

integrated hardware and software platform removes any 

barrier to entry–be it cost or technical know-how–and lets 

you build and execute with confidence. 

YOUR APPLICATION



YOUR DEVICE
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WHY ARE WE HERE?

Use Our Devices,  
or Build Your Own

NETWORK  
MANAGEMENT

DATA PROCESSING

CONNECTIVITY

APIs + INTEGRATIONS

+ GATEWAYS

YOUR APPLICATION

Whether you’re a Solution Provider looking to launch a product, 

or an Embedded Engineer looking to build an application to 

solve your unique business challenges, our flexible platform 

meets you where you are, and grows with you as you scale.



Case Studies
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DEVICES

GATEWAYS

NETWORK 
SERVER

APPLICATIONS

CUSTOMER  
APP SERVER



92%

Fewer incidents per year

25%

Improved emergency 
response time

“
MachineQ provided: a fully 
integrated solution so we 
could create a market-ready, 
full-stack Smart Construction 
platform within one month.

Niran Shrestha, Co-Founder of Kwant.AI

CASE STUDY

CHALLENGE

Kwant.AI’s mission is to help construction companies minimize 

risk associated with worker allocation and safety across a 

widened constantly changing geographic region. Reliable 

coverage is mission critical.

SOLUTION

Kwant.AI’s Smart Construction solution leverages MachineQ’s 

LoRaWAN network for flexible, secure connectivity. With this 

technology, their clients can track workers as they sign in and 

out, move about a construction site, and call for help with an 

embedded SOS button. 

IMPACT

Kwant.AI’s system can triangulate an SOS notification to its 

precise location and send an emergency notification to the site 

safety manager and project manager.

Nearly 40% of worksite fatalities are the result of a fall.  
Getting first responders to the injured worker quickly can  
be the difference between life and death.



How Does it Work?
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DEVICES

GATEWAYS

NETWORK 
SERVER

APPLICATIONS

CUSTOMER  
APP SERVER



HOW DOES IT WORK?

From Data Generation to 
Value Realization
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DEVICES

Sensors to collect and send 

data across remote locations 

GATEWAYS

Gateways to receive and 
transmit data to the cloud 

MQ CORE

Network server and database that receives 
and processes millions of messages per 
day. Scale and deploy globally

CUSTOMER APP SERVER

APIs to access data whenever 
and wherever you need it

LoRaWAN ®

WIFI, ETHERNET OR CELL 
BACKHAUL

Turning sensor data into actionable intelligence 

requires many handoffs between various components. 

Our platform provides secure, direct integrations 

between each, starting with the sensor software all 

the way through to the cloud. 

YOUR APPLICATION

Use your custom app to  
visualize data, set alerts, and 

deliver your IoT solution 

MQCENTRAL

Manage your devices, gateways, 

and connectivity with our 
powerful network management 
and provisioning tool



100s of Devices.  
Endless Use Cases.

DEVICES

Our growing suite of device offerings means there 

are 1,000s of opportunities to address meaningful 

business challenges. And if we don't have it, we can 

help you build it with our developer kits and support 

from our in-house experts.

Temp Monitoring 

Leak Detection 

Asset Tracking 

Predictive  
Maintenance 

Many More 

COMMON USE CASES

Long Battery Life 

Pre-Provisioned  
to MachineQ 

Highly Cost-Effective 

KEY FEATURES
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GATEWAYS

Area 8c 
8 Channel, Indoor Gateway

Connectivity Wherever  
It ’s Needed

Harness the power of LoRaWAN® with MachineQ’s best-in-class 

Indoor and Outdoor gateways–designed and engineered in-

house. Our gateways process millions of transmissions per day, 

providing superior range, propagation, and cost efficiency.

Easy On-boarding 

Payload Caching 

Indoor & Outdoor  
Models 

Multiple backhaul Options 

RF Optimized & Certified 

Available in 8, 16 & 64 Channels 

KEY FEATURES



GATEWAYS

The MachineQ Platform is based on LoRaWAN, a 

connectivity protocol designed to operate with minimal 

power while sending data over wide areas. LoRaWAN has 

revolutionized ultra-low-power, long-range wireless 

networking, and propagation, enabling more devices to 

securely interconnect over long distances with 

unprecedented lifespan.

More Coverage.  
Less Access Points.

Low Cost 

Low Power 

Secure 

Long Range 

Standards Based 

Scalable 

KEY LORAWAN BENEFITS
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Coverage of roughly 45,000 Sq.Ft*

WAREHOUSE

23
WiFi  Access 
Points

AREA 8C 

1
FOR TOTAL  

COVERAGE*

* Actual coverage may vary based on building layout and materials.

VS



A Single Platform  
That Scales With You

GATEWAYS

Start with one use case and add more over time as you 

discover new ways to create operational efficiencies. We 

support a diverse ecosystem of MachineQ and third-party 

solutions that work seamlessly with our centrally managed 

platform–sparing you the cost and effort of managing 

disparate point solutions. 

YEAR  
3

YEAR  
1

YEAR  
2

PLATFORM SOLUTION

VS

A Capex investment in a Platform Solution 
reduces the Total Cost of Ownership over time. 

POINT SOLUTION



Intelligent Data Processing  
& Robust Integrations

MQ CORE

No need to parse through complicated code. We've done 

the heavy lifting to help you integrate and visualize your 

raw data into actionable intelligence.

DECRYPTIONDEDUPLICATION

72ºC  
8:22 PM

DECODE DELIVER

Deduplication is natively 
supported by LoRaWAN,  

enabling network redundancy  
and data reliability

Industry-leading payload 
decryption enhances our ability  
to securely relay and transform 

sensor payloads from a wide 
range of devices

Inside MQcore we transform  
the stream of data into 

meaningful readings so you 
seamlessly get to the information 

you care most about

Quickly build your own 
applications and populate it  
with our platform’s payloads



NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Whether prototyping your first LoRaWAN solution in a lab or 

deploying thousands of sensors globally, MQcentral provides the 

tools you need to quickly provision, debug and deploy.

Dashboard 
An intuitive UI to understand 

system health at a glance

KEY FEATURES

Deploy Globally.  
Manage Locally.

Custom Alerts 
Receive text alerts when device 

or gateway performance falls 

below a specified threshold

Log Stream 
Drill-down into the details of 

every payload, searchable by 

device or gateway 

Integrations 
Send data where you need it 

and leverage our APIs within 

your application 



Associate Creative Director, Experience Design

Build Your Solution Today. 

Contact us at info@machineq.com or visit machineq.com to learn more 


